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Abstract 

The purpose of the theist is to utilize the values of working within a group and to 

show the powerful qualities of teamwork. It focuses on three-dimensional computer 

generated imagery medium. It illustrates aspect of realisms, with partial emphasis on 

the Saudi culture as well.  

It is rare to be a three-dimensional female artist in the Saudi local community, as 

the Saudi market in more familiar with a flat two-dimensional animation. My project 

shows three-dimensional techniques that I explored and self learned in that last year 

and applied that to my projects.  
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I. Introduction 

●  Background  

     Movies are often viewed as a way to relax and entertaining. With one click away of 

remote or a mouse, we can find a TV program, movie or animation that fulfill our 

expectation. Andy Beane mentioned “The entertaining industry has three primary 3D 

animation industries including: film, television and video games—each of which has 

subfields within it”1. 

     There are two primary types in creating computer generated imagery (CGI) fully 

animated films and visual effects films. According to David Bordwell, CGI is the use of 

digital graphics software system to create figures, settings, video games, animation, 

films, commercials, or other materials in the frame2. Fully animated CGI are created by 

computer’s software and a lot of references for characters or background movements, 

Such as: Toy Story, Inside Out, and Zootoopia. Whereas, visual effects films are shot 

with real actors and some effects can be computer generated at the end. For instance, 

Avatar, Harry Potter and Titanic. Full length films usually take between two to four years 

with hundreds of employees working in different departments, according to Beane. CGI 

animation is generated by software like Maya, 4D Cinema, 3D Max, Blender 3D, 

Sculptris  and sometimes companies write their own programs and software’s. 

     There are three stages for a film: pre production, production, and post production. 

First stage, pre production - when all the planning for the film happens in this period 

including: writing the script, drawing characters, storyboarding and production schedule. 

The second stage is production which includes modeling, texturing, rigging, animating, 

lighting and rendering. It usually takes more than half of the period in total. Finally, 

                                                
1 Beane, A., & Books24x7, I. (2012). 3D animation essentials (1st ed.). US: Sybex Inc. 
2 Bordwell, David. “Film Art: An Introduction” NY, USA: University of Wisconsin 2010. Page, 330-331. 
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Figure 1.1: William Fetter, 1960, 
“Boeing Man” human figure 
simulation.  

Figure 1.2: The difference between Flat 
and Guardal shading on polygon surface.  

Figure 1.3: On left is a smooth sphere 
and on right is texture mapping sphere.  

compositing, editing, adding visual effects, and sound mixing comes in post production 

stage.  

 

●  History of Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) 

 In the 1960’s was the beginning of creating computer graphics and animation. 

William Fetter is the father of 3D animation when he created 3D model of human body 

called Boeing Man3 (Figure 1.1) (Quixotic Smile, 2012). In the 70’s computers were 

getting smaller and faster. Henri Gouraud created Gouraud shading, which allowed the 

polygon surface to render and look smooth4 (Figure 1.2). Moreover, As Mr. Smile 

stated, Ed Catmull introduced texture mapping 

in 1974 that allowed early 3D graphics to 

achieve realism (Figure 1.3). Catmull become 

the president of Pixar Animation Studios and 

Walt Disney Animation Studio. Four years later 

in 1978, Jim Blinn created bump-mapping 

texturing techniques that can make a surface 

looks as if it has bumps which makes it look 

more realistic.  

                                                
3 Quixotic S. (2012, 22 February). Writing for New Media. Retrieved from: 
http://temporallevity.blogspot.com/2012/03/3d-computer-animation-is-modern-artform.html 
4 What is Gradual Shading. Retrieved from: https://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/3dsview/gouraud.html 
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Figure 1.4: Alien film in 1977. Shows a computer generated ship landing into the earth.  
  

Figure 1.5:  A liquid-metal terminator 
created with computer in Terminator 2 

  In 1977, the Academy Awards introduced a new category of Best Visual Effects for the 

movie Alien that used 3D animation showing a ship’s landing5, as Filmsite stated (Figure 

1.4). Computers were only available in universities, which lead the creation of Bill Gates 

for Microsoft in 1980 that open the gates for Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak to create 

Apple interface operating system for personal computer’s use without the ability of 

understanding codes and computer languages.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

In 1982, Autodesk company began 

released AutoCAD for personal computers. 

Autodesk is now the world’s largest 

company for 3D animation software. In the 

1990s, 3D animation was picking up 

commercials and video games6. For 

instance, Terminator 2 was showcased a 

liquid-metal terminator who looked like the actor Robert Patrick7 (Figure 1.5). 

Meanwhile, Disney released Beauty and the Beast with utilizing a 3D animation for the 

                                                
5 Greatest Visual and Special Effects (F/X) - Milestones in Film 1975-1979. Reverted from: 
http://www.filmsite.org/visualeffects10.html 
6 Autodesk – Everything You Need To Know. Reverted From: http://www.scan2cad.com/cad/autodesk/ 
7 How James Cameron and His Team Made Terminator 2: Judgment Day’s Liquid-Metal Effect. Reverted 
from: http://www.vulture.com/2015/06/oral-history-of-emt2ems-liquid-metal-effect.html 
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Figure 1.6: A dinosaur in Jurassic Park 
movie created and generated with 
computer.  

camera movements and all of the background. Therefor, Hollywood began paying 

attention to 3D animation.  

 

Couple years after, Jurassic Park was 

released with realistic dinosaurs that 

composed and generated with computers 

to make a live-action movie8 (Figure 1.6). 

The studio did not think that computer-

generated 3D creatures can make it 

believable; which make the film win an 

Academy Award for Best Visual Effects. 

 

In 1995, Pixar released the first fully 3D animated film Toy Story (Figure 1.7). Filmsite 

mentioned that in 1999, Star Wars Episode 1: The Phantom Menace (Figure 1.8), was 

released and was a huge success at Hollywood box office. Same year, The Matrix was 

released with the use of 3D animation Bullet Time effects9 (Figure 1.9).  There are other 

films that used CGI animation in the 90’s, such as The Mask (1994) (Figure 1.10); 

Stuart Little (Figure 1.11) DragonHeart (Figure 1.12), (1996); Titanic (Figure 1.13), The 

Lost World: Jurassic Park (Figure 1.14) (1997); What Dreams May Come (Figure 1.15)  

                                                
8(2008, August). Jurassic Park (film) Reverted from: 
http://pustakalaya.org/wiki/wp/j/Jurassic_Park_%2528film%2529.htm 
9 Kiang. J. (2014, April). ‘The Matrix’ Anniversary: 7 Pre-Bullet Time VFX Effects That Blew Our Minds 
Reverted from: http://www.indiewire.com/2014/04/the-matrix-anniversary-7-pre-bullet-time-vfx-effects-
that-blew-our-minds-87492/ 
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Figure 1.7:  Toy 
Story, in 1995. 

Figure 1.8:  Star Wars 
Episode 1: The Phantom 
Menace. In 1999. 

Figure 1.9:  The Matrix. 3D 
animation Bullet Time effects, 
in 1999. 

Figure 1.13:  A scene from the film Titanic, 
shows CG sinking ship, in 1997. 

Figure 1.14:  A scene from The Lost 
World: Jurassic Park, in 1997. 

Figure 1.10:  The 
Mask 1994. 

Figure 1.11:  Stuart 
Little, in 1996. 

Figure 1.12:  A scene from Dragon 
Heart. The dragon is generated 
with computer. 
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Figure 1.15:  A scene from What Dreams 
May Come in 1998, showing the illusion 
of walking on water. 

Figure 1.17:  A scene from The Lord of the Rings: The 
Fellowship of the, in 2001. Where CGI elephants and 
crowd are fighting in a war. 

Figure 1.16:  
Monsters Inc. in 
2001 
 

 

 

 

The 2000s were the beginning of creating more an advance technology that support 

3D animation films and video games. The film industry was trying to grow CG and 3D 

films with better graphics and visuals. Monsters Inc. in 2001 (Figure 1.16) accomplished 

the realistic 3D character’s feather. Also, The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the 

Ring in 2001 (Figure 1.17) pushed new techniques with crowd simulations.  

 

Today, the future of 3D animation is a large industry with a variety of new techniques, 

visuals, and software. In less than 50 years, the industry of 3D animation and CGI has 

been developing and growing widely and for this day technology is growing wider and 

more realistic.  
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II. Capstone Description           

●  Proposed Idea  

Photorealistic CGI is a new art in the KSA particularly in Effat University. The 

attempt to utilize CGI in the 3D animation short story is a total experimental project. The 

film will focus on given a good lighting, material and rendering, followed by a successful 

storytelling using 3D animation. 

 

●  Treatment  

      Jad a high temper red colored chibi creature who lives inside an ATM machine with 

his colleague, Farfoor. Farfoor is the definition of fun and joy that reflects his yellow 

color. Each one of them have a function to do, but Jad has a trust issue; so he makes 

sure to do all the work by himself. One the other hand, Farfoor wants do nothing other 

than having a good time and designing caps.  

      On their first week of training, Jad is fully prepared as usual. He sets on the control 

desk and getting ready for his first morning client. While Farfoor is snoring and then 

wakes up, slides on the wires, jumps around, and makes lots of noise. Meanwhile a 

client comes along towards the ATM called Zanib. Zanib is in a rush and she needs the 

money as soon as possible.  

     Jad is doing the normal function, making sure of the information and send it to the 

servers. He points with his hand to the megaphone speaker so Farfoor do a small part 

of his job. But Farfoor ignores Jad and do a karate moves; he kicks his leg and makes 

noises. Zanib clicks the number on the ATM but nor the sound comes out of the star on 

the screen. Jad sighs and head towards the megaphone to make the numbers buttons 

sound effects. 

     Jad sits back on the desk and completes the clients withdraw process. Farfoor is in 

the back kicking around and walks toward the credit card holder, he accidently kicks the 
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card holder with his feet. Farfoor freezes and then he sighs of relief, he balances on one 

feet, looks at his reflection on the card and loses his balance to fall into the card. The 

card comes out from the holder and falls on the ground. Jad clicks the button on      

desk few times, he realizes something is wrong.  

      Jad look back at Farfoor since its quite, he sees Farfoor on the ground next to him 

the credit card. Both of them look at each other quietly. Zanib hit the ATM with anger. A 

slight earthquake inside the ATM wake up Jad and Farfoor. Both of them get up and try 

to insert the card to the holder. Zanib calls the customer service. A red lights and alert 

inside the ATM, Jad opens the guide book and Farfoor is pushing the card harder.  

      Suddenly, Farfoor sees a button under the desk flashes, he heads towards it and 

clicks it. The lights changes to yellow and the holder opens to take the card in. The card 

goes out with the money to Zanib. Jad and Farfoor happily laugh and hug each other, 

then they stop hugging and look at each other smiling.  

 

III.  Rationale and Justification  

    I chose using CGI for my film because of few reasons. First, to utilize CGI in creating 

short animated movie. Second, to explore how effective the role of CGI in creating 

photorealistic output. Moreover, I have some experience in creating CG models like fully 

three dimensional characters and adding few elements in real-live images like shown in 

(Figure 1.18). The CG models are the red bottle of left, and the pen with blue led next to 

the red scissors. 

 

Also, it will be interesting to be the first three dimensional film in Effat University. Finally, 

to give originality to the film by adding some local ideality humor in some scenes of the 

film.  
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Figure 1.18 A red bottle and the blue marker computer generated model to an image that 
make by me. 

• Work schedule   

The schedule includes intense workflow as shown in (Figure 1.19) from beginning 

of February 2017 till January 2018. 
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Chapter 2 

Pre-production 
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IV.  Script  
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V. Three dimensional animation (CGI) 

     Three dimensional animation is completely different than traditional animation. Its 

also referred to as CGI animation, which is generated images using computer graphics 

that create a series images to form animation.  

     The characters and environment are modeled, textured, and animated using 

computer with 3D software. The more complicated parts like character’s hair or fur, and 

lighting can be added for last since they are typically the hardest part in CGI. When the 

modeling or animation is complete, the computer has to render each frame individually.   

     Rigging characters, the skeleton of the character. This part is usually done by a 

rigger who is responsible for creating the character’s Skelton. The rigger creates all of 

the control points on the 3D model that will be needed to animate the character.  

     Composting, in this stage the composter can add in separate images into a life-

action background to create the illusion of 3D space.  

 

●  Texturing 

Texture mapping is the part of adding materials with different details to 3D surfaces. 

The texture can be controlled by the attributes of the surface, and creating effects in 

rendering. Therefor, there are mapping techniques that can be use inside Maya like: 

color mapping, using implicit UV coordinates, and making maps for multiple attributes. 

 

●  Color Mapping 

Color mapping replaces the main surface color of your model with a texture. For 

example, a black-and-white grid is applied as a color map in (Figure 2.1). On left id the 

box grid proportions, on center are the box’s edges surfaces: right, front, bottom,…etc. 

And on the right, is the basic grid texture that applied to the box. This technique has to 

be applied in order to have the accurate depth and proportions.  
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Figure 2.1: Left, the box texture. Center: the boxes edges surfaces: left, right, top, 
bottom, front, back…etc. Right, the basic black- and-white grid texture.  

Figure 2.2: After wrapping the UV in the editor, the grid texture has to be applied 
to get correct texture proportions.   

 

The same method goes for texturing any character like in (Figure 2.2). After making the 

correct color mapping measurements, the painted texture applied to the UV edition as in 

(Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3: The result of applying the texture to the model. 

 

●  UV coordinates 

Assigning UV coordinates to a model is one of the most common approaches to 

aligning texture maps with geometry. By assigning unique coordinates in U and V to 

each point on the model, it can be easily defining exactly where each part of the map 

appears on the surface of the model.  

Most 3D programs include a UV Texture Editor window, as shown in (Figure 2.4) which 

shows an unfolded view of the object’s geometry overlaid the map. The UV texture 

editor shows where on the model the eyes, ears, nose, and mouth will appear. If any 

movement of the points applied, it changes their UV coordinates, giving them a different 

alignment with the texture map. If two points on the model appear in the same place 

within the UV texture editor, that means that both points on your model have the same 

UV coordinates assigned to them.  
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Figure 2.3: The UV texture editor shows an unfolded view of the polygons as the 
align with the texture map on left. And on right is the painted texture. 

 

However, using Nurbs models, doesn’t need assign UV coordinates, because Nurbs 

models have implicit (or “built-in”) UV coordinates. From the moment a Nurbs surface is 

created, it has implicit UV coordinates at each point. The built-in UV coordinates are 

made possible by the structure of a Nurbs surface, which is always a grid.  

●  Making maps for multiple attributes 

To create texture maps for multiple attributes of a surface, I need maps for the color, 

secularity, bump, and displacement of a surface.  

i. Color 

Starting with color map before making any other kinds of map that 

complement it. Textures can be by taking photographs or scanning. 

Sometimes the color map needs to be changed when applied because it 

tends to appear where a surface is higher, darker, or needs bump map. 
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ii. Displacement  

The strategy where painting the basic structure of a map before assigning the 

color. For instance, creating the look of a stained glass window, it starts by 

painting the structure of the metal frames that go around the individual pieces 

of glass. Then, using this map as a bump map. It can also be used for starting 

point for painting the color map, which by making fill in the areas between the 

metal frames with different colors.  

iii. Painting in layers 

instead of taking photographs or scanning into texture maps, a texture can be 

painted in different layers into a paint program. As an example, when painting 

a skin texture, details can be added in the face features such as freckles, 

pores, hairs, dirt, and tan lines onto different layers. Because it will be easier 

to create a bump map on a specific layer.  

 

VII.  Audio 

●  Sound FX  

This animation will be using several sound effects, such as: inserting credit card, 

buttons clicks, alarm, Jad’s angry mumbling and Farfoor’s laughter and snoring. 

Outside the ATM (external), cars horns, people, and white noise.   

     

●  Music Scoring 

This film has comedy and drama theme; the film’s background music contains 

drama, electronic buttons and beeps.  
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Figure 2.4: Jad’s character sheet. 

IX.  Characters  

●  Numbers     

This film includes two main characters, Jad, and Farfoor. The supporting character is 

Zainab which she will withdraw money from the ATM. 

    

●  Characters Types  

There are different types of characters’ styles between simplicity and realism that 

depends on the story and the character’s role10. The style that I will be using in the 

character is simple called “chibi style”, it means smaller in stature compared to the 

majority and in Japanese slang it means “short/small person”.    

         

●  Main Characters  

i. Jad  

Jad who has an intense temper (Figure 2.4) and (Figure 2.5). 

                                                
10 Bancroft, T. (2006). Creating characters with personality. New York: Watson-Guptill. 
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Figure 2.5 Shows a 3D wireframe, plain and textured model of Jad. 
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Figure 2.6: Farfoor’s character sheet. 

Figure 2.7 Shows a 3D wireframe, plain and textured model of Farfoor. 
 

ii. Farfoor  

Farfoor who wants to have fun inside the ATM (Figure 2.6) and (Figure 2.7).  
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Figure 2.8 Shows Zanib’s 3D character sheet, wireframe on top and textured on bottom. 
 

●  Supporting Characters  

Zanib is the person who will withdraw money from the ATM (Figure 2.7).  

 I used a free rigged model of “Morpheus Rig by Josh Burton”. This model can be 

remodel the base mesh, remove existing customization options, reUV existing mesh 
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and fix problem areas. Also, it has a better FK (Forward Kinematic) and IK (Inverse 

Kinematic) snapping. 

 

●  Characters portfolio  

Character 1: Jad 

- How old is he?  (And how old is he mentally?   

he is 23 years old, and mentally 28 years old.  

- What’s his height? 

150mm/15cm. 

- What’s his eye color, and body color?  

He has black eyes, and has a gradual body color from the top dark pink to the bottom 

dark red.  

- What’s physical appearance? 

Jad has a round shape, with two horns coming out of his top head, big round eyes and 

mouth. He wears brown belt called “Honor Belt”, its his family treasure. 

- Does he have any strange or unique physical attitudes, what are they? 

He has a crossed eyes lid and a serious walk.  

- Where does he lives?  

Jad lives inside an ATM, more specifically, in the control room. 

- What school did he graduate from, and what’s his current occupation? 

Jad graduated recently from Bank Technician University (BTU), and he will have his 

honors degree if he finished his ATM training properly without any mistakes or 

problems.  

- Does he have parents? 

He has parents, but his mom left them when he was a child. Jad’s father raised him to 
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be strong and independent; and not waiting for others hand. 

- How many brothers or sisters he has? and what is his order? 

He is the third child after two older brothers. 

- Does he has defining gestures, what are they? 

His eye’s lid goes crossed when he is serious in work. He doesn’t mean to look angry, 

but other people assume that he is angry so they don’t talk to him. However, he does 

that only when he is serious and focused.   

- What about his speaking style? 

Jad’s speaking style is calm and straight to the point. He doesn’t like to chat a lot unless 

it’s important. He doesn’t laugh as much or smile. 

- What is his fondest memory? 

His father gave him the family honor belt because he is graduating from BTU, same as 

his father and older brothers few years back. 

- Did he have a happy childhood?  Why/why not?  

he didn’t really have a childhood because his father raised and treated him like an 

adult. Jad always acted older than his age, he didn’t have friends either because he 

isn’t fun to sit or talk with.  

- Does he have a hobby/interest? 

Jad likes to collect old and vintage coins from all over the world. 

- What’s his work style? 

Jad likes to work in an organized place, he keeps it clean and nice to anyone comes 

after him to work in the same place. He cannot work in messy place.  

- What are his positive and negative traits? 

Jad’s positive traits are: punctuality, organized, and efficient. On the other hand, he 

doesn’t know how to work in group nor working on his part only; he has to do all the 
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work because he cannot rely on others.  

- Are there things that would upset him, what are they? 

Jad doesn’t like work in a chaos, nor relaying on others; he has a trust issue. 

- What does he think of himself? 

Jad thinks he knows more that the others, which it rights. However, he doesn’t act or 

treat others as if he is better than him. Moreover, Jad doesn’t like to receive any kind of 

help from others or take by their opinions.  

- What’s other people opinions of him? 

Other people doesn’t like to talk or make friends with Jad because Jad is very serious 

man and he doesn’t think about people’s emotions. People think that Jad is a nerd and 

would talk to him if they needed help from him.  

- What’s his favorite type of music? 

Jad like classic calm music.  

- Describe his office/workplace?  

Jad have very well organized office with colors labels. 

- What does he care about? 

he cares about doing his job properly, meaning fast and right. He wants everything to be 

accurate, or else, he will panic and get nervous. Jad have never failed before, so he 

doesn’t know how to react to solve a problem. 

- What is he obsessed with? 

Jad is workaholic; every hour in his day is devoted to work; he knows every button 

function. 

- Biggest fear? 

not be able to know how to solve a problem. He has been always knowing what to do as 

the guide book says, but whenever there is a problem not written in the guide, he panics 
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and freezes.  

- What is the best thing that ever happened to him?  The worst? 

the best thing happened to Jad that he is about to graduate from Bank Technician 

University (BTU) with honors degree if he finishes his training without any problems.  

The worst thing happened for him so far is getting a lazy partner in the ATM graduate 

training. 

- Most embarrassing thing that ever happened to him? 

The most embarrassing thing happened to Jad when he didn’t know how to which 

button to click in the exam.  

- What is the one word you would use to define him?  

Industries - very hard working.  

 

 Character 2: Farfoor 

- How old is he?  (And how old is he mentally?   

He is 23 years old, and mentally 19 years old.  

- What’s his height? 

140mm/14cm. 

- What’s his eye color, and body color? 

He has black eyes, and has a gradual body color from the top orange to the bottom bright 

yellow.  

- What’s physical appearance? 

Farfoor has a round shape, with two horns coming out of his top head, big round eyes 

and mouth. He wears a big dark orange cap that he made and its his favorite cap so far. 

- Does he have any strange or unique physical attitudes, what are they? 

He has open wide eyes, and his walks happily.   

- Where does he lives?  
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Farfoor lives inside an ATM, more specifically, in the control room. 

- What school did he graduate from, and what’s his current occupation? 

Farfoor is graduating from Bank Technician University (BTU) as soon he finishes with 

his ATM training. He promised his parents that he will graduate then open his business 

cap shop. 

- Does he have parents? 

Yes, he has parents who are happily married. His parents have always supported him 

and his goals, but after having a bachelor degree then he can achieve whatever he 

wants. 

- How many brothers or sisters he has? and what is his order? 

He is the only child from his parents. 

- Does he has defining gestures, what are they? 

Farfoor roll his eyes up whenever he doesn’t know what to do, and when he fail at 

something and screw thing up. 

- What about his speaking style? 

Farfoor is a talkative and cheerful, he likes to make people laugh even if it means 

ruining the job or making a mess. He always laughs, smiles and chat a lot.  

- What is his fondest memory? 

A famous roller skater gave Farfoor a cap of his, and since then Farfoor has been 

amazed with caps and being famous skater.  

- Did he have a happy childhood?  Why/why not?  

Yes, he had a happy childhood filled with friends and beloved parents. Farfoor’s parents 

have always encouraged his goals and spoil him. Farfoor was famous around the 

school and popular in the neighborhood; everybody like Farfoor. He’d make everything 

fun and exciting.  

- Does he have a hobby/interest? 
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Farfoor like to design caps and have always wanted to learn how to skateboard. 

- What’s his work style? 

Farfoor works in a chaos, he cannot work without creating a mess around him. 

- What are his positive and negative traits? 

Farfoor’s positive traits are: fun, talkative, positive spirit, outgoing, and people likes him. 

In opposite, he is lazy, always late on his dates, and selfish.  

- Are there things that would upset him, what are they? 

He gets bored easily when the mood is serious and full of work, also he gets upset 

when others blame him for what he has done, even its his fault.  

- What does he think of himself? 

Farfoor thinks of himself as the cool kid, the funny and most important one despite the 

others. He brings the fun and joy to the work place environment. 

- What’s other people opinions of him? 

Other people like Farfoor because he is friendly, full of joy and make others laugh and 

have a good time. He is the popular kid in school which everyone like him. 

- What’s his favorite type of music? 

Farfoor like pop and rap music which he can dance and get excited with the music. 

- Describe his office/workplace?  

Farfoor’s office is a mess, he works with papers and trash surrounded him. Moreover, 

he doesn’t sit in his office; he moves all around the place. 

- What does he care about? 

Farfoor cares about living the moment; even if it means coming up late to work or 

not doing the job properly. Farfoor have never completed a job hundred percent by 

his own; he always has someone to do it for him. Moreover, he tries to escape from 

responsibilities and chores.  
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- What is he obsessed with? 

Farfoor is obsessed with caps; he has been always attached to caps since he was a 

baby. his favorite cap is the orange one.  

- Biggest fear? 

Farfoor has Acrophobia, which fear of heights.  

- What is the best thing that ever happened to him?  The worst? 

the best thing happened to Farfoor that he cannot wait to graduate after finishing the 

training, so he can proceed his dream job by opening caps shop.  

The worst thing happened to Farfoor is that his partner, Jad is not outgoing nor fun to 

work with, so he is caught up with chores and real training.  

- Most embarrassing thing that ever happened to him? 

The most embarrassing moment happened to Farfoor when he tried to serve a 

customer in class training by clicking buttons in the control panel, and everybody 

laughed at him when he failed. Since then, he committed not to touch the control panel 

again.  

- What is the one word you would use to define him?  

Charismatic - someone who attracts other people and who is good at getting people’s 

attention.  

 

Character 3: Zanib 

- How old is she?  (And how old is she mentally?   

Zanib is 22 years old, and mentally 23 years old. 

- What’s her height? 

Zainab is 5’2 ft./ 160cm. 

- What’s her eye color, and skin color? 
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She has a brown eyes, and she has a peach skin tone. 

- What’s physical appearance? 

Zainab is tall and and has a normal medium body. 

- Does she have any strange or unique physical attitudes, what are they? 

She doesn’t have any strange attitudes, however, she complains a lot whatever the 

reason is. Zanib seeks for perfection and punctuality. 

- Where does she lives?  

Zainb lives in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 

- What school did she graduate from, and what’s her current occupation? 

Zainab is currently collage biology student.  

- Does she have parents? 

Yes, she has parents who are married but have financial problems. 

- How many brothers or sisters she has? and what is her order? 

Zainab is the older sister of two boys and a girl.  

- Does she has defining gestures, what are they? 

Zainab has a pointy nose. 

- What about her speaking style? 

Her speaking style is calm and focused to the point. She knows how to have fun, makes 

jokes and all of that. Moreover, she reads a lot of books and well educated. 

- What is her fondest memory? 

When she was a child, she had a cat pet named “Fluffy” and she loved her the most 

until she passed away 9 years ago. 

- Did she have a happy childhood?  Why/why not?  

Zainab had a happy childhood because she used to play a lot with the neighborhood 

children, play with cats on the street and playing around without wearing abaya. 

- Does she have a hobby/interest? 
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She likes reading and watching documentaries.  

- What’s her work style? 

Zainab likes to be organized but sometimes she can be messy. 

- What are her positive and negative traits? 

Zainab is friendly and wish the good to all the nice people, she doesn’t hate anyone 

unless they hurt her. Mostly she overthinks silly stuff. Also, when she gets upset, she 

doesn’t talk to anyone and keep all the negative emotions inside her, which cause 

future problem sometimes.  

- Are there things that would upset her, what are they? 

Zainab doesn’t like to be told what to do more the three times, she is very sensitive girl; 

any small bad word (curse) makes her upset. She cannot bare loud voice and noises 

around her.    

- What does she think of herself? 

Zainab thinks of herself as a respectful lady. 

- What’s other people opinions of her? 

Other people think of Zainab as the nice and friendly girl and sometimes antisocial 

because she is busy most of the time. 

- What’s her favorite type of music? 

She likes Spanish and English songs, mostly Trans theme.  

- Describe her office/workplace?  

Sometimes Zainab is organized and other times she works in a mess.  

- What does she care about? 

Zainab cares having the job she wants so she can support her family. 

- What is she obsessed with? 

She is obsessed with books and cute animals. 
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Figure 2.9 First sketch of Jad and Farfoor.  
 

Figure 2.10 Final sketch of Jad and 
Farfoor. 
 

- Biggest fear? 

Zainab biggest fear that she would fail making her dream comes true, which is 

becoming a microbiology professor at KAUST university. 

- What is the one word you would use to define her?  

Ambitious.  

 

 
●  Character Development 

 
Jad and Farfoor 

In creating them, I was aiming for something circler, cute with big eyes and horns. 

(Figure 2.8) shows the first draft of creating Jad and Farfoor. And in (Figure 2.9) is the 

final sketch of the character.  
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Figure 2.11 Shows Jad ‘s cutout model. 
 

Figure 2.12 Shows Jad ‘s clay model. 
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X.  Storyboard 
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Figure 2.13 A 3D model of the exterior of a stander ATM with plain model 
and wireframe mood. 
 

XI.  Backgrounds 

●  ATM Exterior  
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Figure 2.14 A 3D model of the interior of a stander ATM textured. 

 

●  ATM Interior 
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Figure 2.15 That shows the 
places of each three point 
lighting. 
 

Figure 2.16 Is an example of three-point lighting 
from Tangled animation film.  
 

XII.  Mood and Lighting  

●  Three-point lighting  

The three-point lighting is the stander lighting techniques used in animation, film 

scenes, and photography. It has a power of transferring flat two-dimensional image into 

interesting three-dimensional image that pops out. Each one of the three-point lights 

has a specific purpose.   

- A key light creates the subject’s main illumination and defines the major angle of 

the lighting. Its usually brighter than any other light illuminating the subject, and it 

cause the most visible shadows in the scene. 

- A fill light softness and extend the illumination of shadows that is created by the 

key light and makes the subject visible. It prevents the image from getting too 

dark.  

- A rim light defines edges to help separating the subject from the background. It 

can glint off the subject’s hair and add a defined edge to delineate where the 

subject ends and the background begins. Rim light is like a one thin, bright line 

along with the subject’s top or side.  
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Figure 2.17 A point light emits 
light uniformly in all directions.  
 

Figure 2.18 The ability of aiming 
multiple lights in different directions, 
which gives the appearance of 
omnidirectional light while allowing 
more control over where the lights 
are aimed. 

●  Types of lighting  

i. Point lights also known as an omni or 

omnidirectional light, it is the simplest light 

source to use in 3D. It casts illumination 

outward in every direction; with all the rays 

of light radiating out from a single point in 

space. Point lights are useful for simulating 

any directional light source such as light 

bulbs or candles. (Figure 2.17) is lit by a 

point light visible on the center of circle of the image. Yet unlike a real 

blub, a standard point light is infinity small, so all of the light emitted from it 

comes from exactly the same point.  

 

ii. Spotlight (also called spots) is the 

most popular light type in CG 

because it can be aimed and focused 

in specific areas. A spotlight produces 

a cone shaped light field from a single 

point. You can do almost all of the 

animation lighting with spotlights. 

Even when the light needs to be 

aimed in a different direction, you can 

use several spotlights together, as 

shown in Figure 2.18. Spotlights are sources for street lights, desk lamps, 

stage lighting or just actual overhead spotlights. 

An artist can use spotlights with very soft edges, on the other hand, to 
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Figure 2.19 with hard edge light (left), you can see every spotlight cone distinctly. When the 
angle of spotlight is increased, it creates sift beams (right), the beams merge together so 
that it cannot distinguish between the individual source.   
 

subtly “paint” light into different areas of 3D lighting set. Each spotlight 

softly illuminates or colors a specific area, and the edges of the overlapping 

spotlight beams are soft enough, they blend together. Figure 2.19 shows 

this kind of the lighting styles. If the spotlights have a hard edge, it will 

appear that circles of light projected from each light, as shown in the left 

side of the figure. However, with larger angles to soften the beams, it will no 

longer appear as circles at all as shown in the right side of the figure.  
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Figure 2.20 A directional light 
creates parallel shadows or light 
rays and illumination that strike 
each object from the same angle.  
 

Figure 2.21 A sky dome 
surrounds the scene 
and lights it with the 
colors mapped into the 
dome.   
 

iii. Directional lights unlike point lights, 

which occupy a specific location in a 

scene, a directional light is used to 

represent an extremely distant light 

source, which is particularly useful for 

simulating direct sunlight or moonlight. 

No matter where the directional light is 

located in the scene, it fills the scene with parallel light rays, with all rays 

aiming to where the direction of light is pointing. Directional light simulates 

the illumination from every distant light source like the sun. in real life, the 

sun can light whole scene from a uniform angle as directional light. It will 

cast shadows at the same angle and evenly light the entire space, as 

shown in Figure 2.20.  

 

iv. Sky domes (also called an environment sphere) it provides illumination from 

all around the scene. Environment sphere are prefect simulating light from 

the sky. They also make great fill lights, the secondary lighting to fill the 

areas unit by the main light source. Figure 2.21 is lit entirely by an 

environment sphere, without other light sources added. Sky dome light are 

usually soft, thus create a soft shadow. 
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Figure 2.22 An area light 
creates soft illumination 
and shadows when its 
scaled to a large size.  
 

Figure 2.23 there aren’t 
lights in the scene except 
the neon lights around 
the columns as a light 
source.   
 

Area lights (also called a rect light) simulates a panel of light 

with a specific shape (either rectangular or circular) and size, 

making them very useful for creating the kind of soft 

illumination and shadows from larger light source. It can be 

ideal lighting tools for simulating light coming from fluorescent 

lights in ceiling panels, or soft sky light coming through a 

window. Figure 2.22 is lit with an area light.  

 

v. Models serving as lights in some software, any 3D 

models can be designed to function as a light source. When rendering with 

global illumination, applying a high ambient color to an object’s material 

allows it to function like a light source. Figure 2.23 shows a neon light 

source.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

vi. Ambient light In real life, ambient light means lighting the surroundings, 

including the light from the sky and and from any other light source. 

However, in computer graphics (CG), the ambient light are unrealistic; it 
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Figure 2.24 Ambient light 
flattens the scene and 
robs it of richness and 
shading. 
 

Figure 2.25 shows color palette of each character and 
environment.  

makes every side of the surface all in one color, it take 

out the scene shading and diversity11 as shown in 

Figure 2.24 . 

●  Film’s Mood 

The mood of the film is drama and comedy. The main colors 

that the film will be using is blue and gray because of the metal 

inside the machine. However, the characters are colorful as shown 

in (Figure 2.25).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
11 Cahill, P. (July, 2014). 3D lighting Types. Reverted form: 
http://www.onlinedesignteacher.com/2014/07/3d-lighting-types_49.html 
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XIII. Issues in lighting character Animation  

while lighting a character in animation is may presents some new issues. One 

issue light may double as both character lights and set lights. Other times its best to set 

up new groups of lights linked exclusively to the characters. Because characters move 

in the animation. Finally, specific lighting issues deal with different body parts, such as 

making the character’s eye, hair, and skin look good.  

 

●  Making lights move with the character 

Lighting characters that change positions and poses are far more 

complex task than lighting a scene only. For example, an aimed rim light that 

looks great in one frame might overexpose the hair after turning in a different 

direction.  

Grouping the lights to the character so that the lights move         

whatever it moves is a way to manage the light with the character. But it 

could look fake if the light appeared to follow the character all around the 

space without any change of the shadows or lights. The character’s lighting 

will look more natural if the movements of the characters were through the 

illumination of the scene and the light sources themselves, as do in real life.  

 

●  Lighting eyes 

An eye has four main visible parts, which requires attention in character 

lighting: 

- The sclera–the “white” of the eye. 

- The iris–the colored part of the eye. 

- The pupil–the black part of the eye.  

- The cornea–the clear part covering the sclera, iris, and pupil.  
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i. Lighting the Sclera 

The sclera of the eye doesn’t need to be pure white; veins and variation 

in the texture will add realism to the “white” of the eye. In realistic character, 

the sclera tends to receive shadows from the eyelashes. However, if the goal 

is to look cartoony, it can be pure white. Because of the sclera doesn’t need 

to be exposed to light in order to see, and because its made up of very 

sensitive tissues that’s easily damaged, most animals have their sclera 

covered by their eyelids.   

ii. Lighting the Iris 

The iris provides depth and color to the eyes. The iris receives bright 

gleam on the opposite side of the eye from where the light enters. In CG, iris 

gleam can achieve by modeling only the irises to slope it inward the center of 

the eyeball.  

iii. Lighting the pupil 

Generally, the pupil should remain black. Modeling the pupils can be as 

holes cut through the center of the iris, showing all black surface behind the 

irises. Other way, a map texture of pure black can be applied to the model. 

iv. Lighting the cornea 

The cornea is transparent. So mostly it only visible when a reflection 

and highlights hit it. Which makes this part very important part of the eye 

lighting. It's important to make the character looks alive not unnaturally dry. 

Often the most convincing place for highlights is right along one edge of the 

iris. 

In general, starting with lighting the eyes by giving them the same 

illumination as the rest of the characters. The key light or other lights on the 

character might contributes a specular highlight that works well enough to 
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provide eye highlights. 

XIV. Rendering and compositing  

Professional productions are usually not render all as a single image. 

Moreover, its more common to split a scene into a separate elements called 

layers, which can be combined together as a final shot using composting 

software. Splitting the scene into different layers contain different objects like 

foreground, background, reflection, or global illumination…etc.  

 

●  Rendering in layers  

Rendering in layer means organizing the objects of the scene to render in in 

different images files. There are common examples of rendering a scene into 

layers: 

- Render animated characters in one layer, and render the set or 

environment an another layer. 

- Arrange objects into render layers based on the distance from the 

camera like: foreground, midground, and background layers.  

- Split every bright object like: sky, neon tubes or other light sources into 

separate render layers from other object.  

As an example of rendering in layers in (Figure 2.26) shows the 

progress of rendering a scene in different layers. 
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Figure 2.26: Rendering animation scene in different layers. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rendering in layers involves more steps than rendering all objects at 

once. However, it is important to do so because of few reasons. Without 

layers, huge projects could either slow down the computer as it swaps data 

from the the hard drive or crashes completely. Moreover, it saves rendering 

time compared rendering static object image. Also, easily adjusting individual 

layers in composting as a last minute fix, such as color or brightness. 

 

●  Adding glows 

The glow is softly brightened the area that surrounds bright spots in the 

scene. Its best to add glow during composting because it easier controllable 

way to adjust the size, brightness and saturation of each glow as adding it to 

the final scene. 

When rendering light source as a separate layer including other part of the 

scene as matte objects so that the lights are hidden in any place where 

something comes in front of them. 
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Chapter 3 

Production & Post Production  
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Figure 3.1: Jad and Farfoor rigging controllers in the main pose. 
 

XV. Workflow 

Making a 3D film has many stages, starting from sketching, modeling, lighting, 

animating, rendering, compositing, editing, music scoring, and to sound editing.   

First, starting up with modeling the ATM interior, exterior, Jad and Farfoor. This 

stage took around four months of online courses and mentoring that helped in modeling 

and texturing the models. 

Second, rigging the characters by using Upwork website. Mr. Zoltan Vass was 

the rigger for the film, we managed to rig Jad and Farfoor during a month and half as 

shown in (Figure 3.1). Jad and Farfoor were tested by some blocking and posing. 

 

 

Third, animating Jad, Farfoor and Zainab. Starting with the first scene of Jad 

walking up the stairs, warming up and start clicking buttons as shown in (Figure 3.2). 

However, it isn’t enough for the audience to visualize without an establishing shot of the 

place where it's all happening to be more believable. Therefor, buildings, street lights, 

gas station and fences were modeled and animated.   

Also, few changes were added to the film. For example, changing the regular 
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Figure 3.2: While animating Jad and making sure he fits inside the camera frame on bottom 
left. On the top left is the Graph editor to control the ease in and out. 

 

Figure 3.3: Jad & Farfoor money design by Raghad Albarqi. 
 

Riyals to Jad & Farfoor own money as shown in (Figure 3.3) that Zainab's reaction 

would be surprised. 
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Figure 3.3: Jad different rendering layers. 
 

Fourth, setting up lights inside the ATM and on the street. To justify the natural 

sun set on the street, a directional light from objects were added, such as, the pink and 

orange-ish sunset, the lights coming from the gas station and street lights. Inside the 

ATM, adding sunlight fading beam goes through an edge of an ATM to reflect some 

beam on the metal inside. As well as adding the blue-ish screen glowing inside the 

interior.  

Fifth, rendering in layers. Each object or character would render in different layer, 

then compose all layers or images as image sequence. For example, (Figure 3.4) the 

street buildings would be in one layer, gas station in the second layer, each car has it 

own layer as well, …etc. Moreover, some objects need more than one layer. For 

instance, Jad lit layer, shadow, ambient conclusion, and specular. (Figure 3.3) Shows 

different rendered images layers for that same character. 
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Figure 3.4: The exterior background rendering layers to compose. 
 

 

As a total of all the rendered images is more than 95,857 images, which can 

become a total chaos if it wasn't well organized. In addition, a render sheet was created 

to update regularly from the group members every time someone starts animating with 

the description of the scene, complete the animation, finish rendering the scene, due 

date, the person who is responsible, the filename and location, composed or not and 

whether its edited or not as shown in (Figure 3.5) 

 

Sixth, composting and collecting images sequence for the scene into one After 

Effects file. Arranging AE files into 3D layers to add depth, colors and control lights 

levels of the objects. Also, adding effects, shadows and color correction. For realism, 

more light was added such as screen glow and light particles, different types of dust in 

the air, black edges and two black bars at top and bottom.  

Seventh, rendering the complete After Effects composed files and edit it on 

Premier.  
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Figure 3.5: Render sheet on Excel shared file. 
 

 

Eighth, sound editing that includes special effects and music scoring, Foley and 

ADR. The film has two places as mentioned above, the street has Zainab's ADR and 

environment surroundings like cars, car’s horns, wind, ATM buttons and alarm. The 

interior has electronics sound effects, Jad and Farfoor Foley, buttons, and alarm. The 

music was little bit tricky because the film has more than one theme to make music for. 

The ending song gives more information about Jad and Farfoor.  

 

XVI. Backgrounds 

Below are rendered and composed backgrounds of the street exterior and ATM interior.  

i. Street – exterior 
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Figure 3.6: Rendered image of the exterior background street of ATM 
 

 

 

ii. ATM – Interior  
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Figure 3.7: On the top is the interior front of screen, on bottom is the back interior of ATM.  
 

 

 

XVII. Sound Design and Music 

The Foley of Jad and Farfoor was recorded before starting lip syncing with Reem, 

then it was added into Maya file and animated frame by frame. Jad and Farfoor have 

big mouths that contains eight controllers to animate. It was big challenge to figure how 

the voice would come out while animating the tongue as well, as well as it was the first 

lip syncing to animate.  

 

XVIII. Problem and Difficulties  

Making Alsrafah is all about solving problems, problems were endless while 

animating, rendering, composting, adding effects, recording voices, lip syncing, 

everything! Sometimes more than two problems at the same time. For example, after 

setting up lights, test render in Maya, render it for three days and composed it. The back 

bottom of Jad was exposed and two dark lines were reflecting on Jad’s legs as shown 

on (Figure 3.8-left). It was rendered again for another two days but same problem. Even 

after effects color correction and shadows didn’t help. Therefor, replacing the area lights 
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Figure 3.8: Jad problem with rendering lights (left), Jad after solving light issue and render it (right). 
 

Figure 3.9: Rendered shots of 
the model in Lumion software. 
 

with point light was the solution as shown in (Figure 3.8-right). 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, rendering takes long time and RAMs to process. The establishing scene 

contains hundreds of detailed polygons that makes it even harder to render a test 

render for one frame of the establishing shot took three days! Therefor, Based on the 

discussion between Dr. Izani and I, it is decided to use other software called Lumion, its 

mostly used by architectures because there are modeled, textured, and some of them 

are animated like trees leaves that I can use. The 3D model was imported into Lumion 

and experimented with its capabilities and features. Unfortunately, the outcome as 

shown in (Figure 3.9) was not as expected for two reasons: it looks promising but it 

turned out to be more suitable for architectural output instead of CGI outlook. This 

contradicts to the rest of the film looks. In addition, the whole process of production and 

post production were assisted by Macs and five HP workstations. 
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Figure 3.10: on left rendered Z depth image, on right is after applying Z depth into the scene to 
create depth of filed.  

 

During compositing stage, it was proposed to create a depth of field but due to the 

time constraint, it is decided to tweak camera focus and apply Z depth. Z depth shows 

depth of field in the footage by rendering it as black and while and use the reversed lens 

blur in After effects. (Figure 3.10) shows the raw footage and before and after using Z 

depth. 

 

Importing Zainab into the street background had few errors in adjusting the scale 

between the two scenes, texture, Abaya’s nClothe, and light misplace. Therefor, an 

attempt of maximize the street objects comparing to Zainab's scale did not work 

because the buildings and lights would place randomly in the scene and it would be 

time consuming to reorganize everything once again. In addition, my advisor suggested 

to render Zainab as a separate layer from the street background and combine the two of 

them in After Effects. However, the challenge was adjusting the light as equal as 

possible in both of the two scenes and render them with the same camera angle. 

(Figure 3.11) shows two separate layers from two different Maya files. 
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Figure 3.12: Zainab’s neck 
goes black in rendering. 

 

Figure 3.11: Zaniab rendering in two separate Maya files and complain them in one After 
Effects file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, while rendering Zainab, her neck would 

disappear and render as black as shown in (Figure 3.12). 

Therefor, I contacted the rigger to edit the script and fix the 

issue. 
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Figure 3.13: on left before color correction, on right is after bluish color correction.  
 

XIX. Color Correction  

Alsrafah has a sense of drama and comedy, so the scene has a blue-ish color 

mood. In (Figure 3.13) shows before and after color correction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XX. Crew and Equipment  

A great group of my artistic colleagues helped me making the film to record Foley, 

music scoring, animating Farfoor, designing and composting. They are: 

●  Music score by: Mr. Firas Shatila  
●  Sound Editing by: Atheer Alharbi 
●  Additional Animators: Bushra Alandijani, Sali Badr and Wid Al-Hajjaji 
●  Composting: Bushra Alandijani and Talah Alsharif 
●  Money Designer: Raghad Albarqi 
●  Jad Voice by: Reem Almodian 
●  Farfoor Voice by: Talah Alsharif 
●  Zainab Voice: Alaa Alamri 
●  Bank operator: Hadeel Orabi 
●  Jad and Farfoor Rigger: Zoltan Vass 
●  Zainab Model and Rigged by: Josh Burton - Morpheus Rig  
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Figure 3.14: The HP computers while rendering in the lab.  
 

Figure 3.15 shows the exterior scene of the environment. 

The equipment was used for making the film were: Hardware: HP and Mac (Figure 

3.14). Software: Adobe and Autodesk Maya 2016, Mental-Ray Rendering. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XXI. Composting and Editing  

Composting depends on rendering the scenes. A huge help in organizing the file’s 

scenes inside AE files were by Talah Alsharif. After that more details were added like 

glow, lights, dust, …etc to finalize the scene and render it at the end. After that 

importing the scenes into Premiere to edit, adding sound effects and Foley using 

Cubase. 

XXII. Still Images from the Movie 
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Figure 3.17 shows the opposite mood of  
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XXIII.  Logline 

Zainab tries to inserts her debit card into the ATM when the ATM operators Jad 

and Farfoor fail to make her card go through and end up with an unexpected result. 

  

XXIV. Synopsis 

“Alsrafah” is a short film tells a story about Zainab who tries to withdraw money 

from the ATM, by the help of Jad and Farfoor who have opposite personalities than 

each other. Due to Farfoor carelessness, Zainab's card doesn’t make it through. 

Therefor, the serious Jad, takes over the situation to controls the problem and the two of 

them end up in an unexpected result. 

 

ب  أأعطالل  جهھھازز  االسحب  ااآللي  بما  يعرفف  االصراافف.  عندما  ززين  يحكي  عما  ووررااء  قصيیرفيیلم    "االصراافة"

ة  مبتدئيین.  شخصيی  ووفرفورر  كموظظفيینتحاوولل  صرفف  مالل  من  االصراافف  حيیث  يصاددفف  مكانن  عمل  جادد  

  لل  عمليیة  االصرفف  بسهھھولة.  ووبناء  على  ذذلك  يلجأ  جادد  االجديي  إإلىكماإإفرفورر  االمرحة  تؤدديي  إإلى  عدمم  

ينتهھھي  كالهھھھما  بنتائج  غيیر  متوقعة.  حيیث  محاووالتت  عدةة  للسيیطرةة  على  االموقف٬،   

 

XXV. Director Statement  

I hope that the audience enjoy and laugh while watching Alsrafah, and remember 

Jad and Farfoor the next time they use the ATM.  

This experience hasn’t been the easiest, and won’t be the hardest. I searched and 

took few online courses to learn about 3D and rendering, I used all my power, effort and 

time making Alsrafah film on the last eight months. Many great people helped me 

making it happened, I’m very thankful for all of them who helped me and supported me.  
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